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Abstract: Concurrent Engineering requires a cooperative work-group of teams in which several multidisciplinary teams of engineers, designers, process planners collaborate to build a system. Conflicts appear during this collaboration due to differences in the background and experiences of the team members (product engineers, designers, process planners, etc.) in the work-groups. To leverage the product development teams' (PDTs—engineers, designers, managers, and knowledge workers) know-how during product development, a historical trace of their experiences in a particular domain of interest can be captured into a series of digital or virtual models. In this paper the authors present some guidelines to build such library of knowledge components particularly for conflict management. How this generic library of knowledge components would model work-group tasks in CE is explained. Also the authors describe how to develop methods to manage conflicts in CE tasks, and a methodology to use this library.
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1. Introduction

In Concurrent Engineering (CE), several PDTs of engineers, designers, process planners—each team experienced in different fields and life-cycle domains—collaborate to build a system together (called an artifact). Product and system development is a complex undertaking in which several dimensions or perspectives must be considered. The need for collaboration between participants (engineers, designers, managers, process planners, etc.) often generates a number of conflicts, which need to be managed in order to reach the ultimate goal, that is to “build the product or the system that works and meets all stipulated requirements.”

One of the objectives of this study is to define what makes up a corporate memory and, more particularly, how to capture technical memory for a CE project. In order to timely complete a CE project, individual teams must be guided by lessons learned from their past experiences. This means such experiences must be adequately captured in this technical memory or knowledge base. Such historical knowledge elements, if available in the technical memory (TM) form, can come in handy for designing similar types of new products. Examples of some knowledge bases in TM are:

- how products were initially decomposed
- how teams were designated—which tasks were designated to which team
- how teams were composed—which fields they specialize in
- how design propositions were considered
- how conflicts were solved
- when decisions were made and who made them
- how the teams arrive at those decisions, etc.

The experience of an expert and his or her right interpretations are often difficult to pin down due to an inherent complexity in decision-making—the way an expert reasons about a task and the lack of generality present in such setting. To leverage designers’ know-how in CE tasks, a historical trace of their experiences can be captured into a library of knowledge components covering the domain of his or her competence. Knowledge captured in such types of models is often explicit and should be accessible to all PDT members not just a handful of experts. This way others—less knowledgeable members of the PDT—can use the knowledge models resident in TM for purposes such as professional training and decision making guides. The work reported herein employs a number of knowledge engineering concepts from literature for defining such Generic library of knowledge components.

In this paper, the authors have studied several models of conflict management and work-group tasks. Based on such studies, a generic conflict management library and a methodology to use this library are described. The generic library is
intended to help guide the product development teams (PDTs—engineers, designers, process planners) to come up with a conceptual model at the Knowledge Level [18]. In such conceptual models, knowledge rules are made explicit. The work reported in this paper is a part of the Genie** project, which was partly directed towards analyzing CE tasks, to guide PDTs for modeling these task, and for defining a corporate technical memory.

In order to determine when conflicts can occur in Concurrent Engineering, the authors first define a knowledge structure of the CE work-tasks based on models studied from the literature. To manage conflicts, it was first necessary to detect conflicts and to determine their types and degree of severity [13]. Argumentation and Negotiation are common methods to resolve conflicts. In argumentation a participant tries to influence other participants so that they can change their opinions [6]. They together try to negotiate a solution for a detected conflict.

In Section 2, the authors present an overview of this library of Generic knowledge components. Section 3 outlines a methodology for managing conflicts. A recommended set of guidelines, to reuse such knowledge components from this generic library and to adapt them in building a framework for real applications, are described. An example in aeronautics engineering illustrates the use of this generic library.

2. A Generic Library of Components to Model Concurrent Engineering Work-Tasks

Some of the key problems in knowledge engineering are how to rationalize the experts’ know-how, capture their contents, and how to represent them in some explicit forms. Roles such knowledge components play in problem solving, if they are part of a conceptual model, is generally not so obvious. Generic knowledge components provide a theoretical basis to define such type of models. Types of knowledge dictate what types of knowledge acquisition approaches, analysis and inferencing will be best suited.

A number of knowledge acquisition approaches have been used in the literature. They provide KE guidelines for capturing mono-expertise task, task types and for building Generic knowledge components library. Examples include the Role Limiting Methods [17], Generic Tasks [10] and the CommonKADS library [5]. This CommonKADS library example is more complete than the others and provides a number of guides to select knowledge components and to adapt them for a particular application.

For studying the modeling guides for the CE work-tasks, the authors have extended the CommonKADS generic library to handle multi-expertise tasks. To start with, the authors define a library of Generic knowledge components for CE and for the conflict management tasks. These knowledge components are employed as building blocks to model the product development process of a particular CE project.

These knowledge components are written in the CommonKADS Conceptual Modeling Language (CML) [22] using the CommonKADS utilities.

The definition of a generic architecture is based on the analysis of a number of real CE work-tasks and abstract theories including abstract global characteristics to distinguish a task type. In order to define this generic library of knowledge components, the authors studied a number of models for CE tasks and Conflict Management methods reported in the literature. The following steps were used during this study:

1. In the beginning, the authors first represented such models in a single formalism (CML). This allowed us to determine their characteristics and to combine their similar parts/features.
2. Then, the authors abstracted a general representation of these models.
3. Simultaneously, the authors determined circumstances and conditions under which conflict management methods can be applied and which types of conflicts these methods can manage. This allowed the team to use the index of the library as a criterion for component selection.

In the sequel, we present an overview of this library.

2.1 Generic Knowledge Models

A number of knowledge models for the CE work-tasks are reported in the literature such as Bond’s model [2] and Brazier et al.’s model [4], etc. The characteristics of CE projects differ from the aforementioned models in the following way:

1. There are needs to represent knowledge both as shared and private knowledge-models during a CE collaborative session. A private knowledge-model belongs to a participant, a PDT or a work-group of teams and describes his or her knowledge. Expertise model is an example of a private model (i.e., an explicitation of his knowledge onto a model) of a participant. An expert model is normally private meaning they are not shared. Shared models, on the other hand, describe shared knowledge corresponding to a system that is being designed.
2. Knowledge models can correspond to a number of lifecycle functions. Thus, with the help of such models, modifications can be made in requirements as well as in the artifact’s definition. Thus, conflicts can occur anywhere during the lifecycle. The knowledge models can be helpful in revealing and managing requirements as well as modifying the artifact’s definitions.

After studying many models of CE work-tasks, the authors have proposed herein a library of generic knowledge components for managing concurrent engineering tasks (shown in Figure 1). We distinguish four main sub-tasks in this model:

- **Modeling tasks**: Relying on the private knowledge (Private model), each designer generates a number of design propositions to satisfy a given set of requirements. The process is similar to a manual process of how a designer
would deal with a design task. Generic life-cycle knowledge models represented in the CommonKADS library [5] can guide the modeling of these tasks over the artifact's life-cycle.

- Argue tasks: To promote the acceptance of one's propositions by a group, a participant justifies them to the PDT with a number of arguments. Assumptions made in the "modeling tasks" stage are used to determine arguments and to define them. Argumentation tries to change other participant's opinions by justifying the utility and the necessity of a proposition [6]. It forms an important part of negotiation, which aims at solving a conflict.

- Evaluate task: The work-group evaluates the integration of propositions in the artifact. Propositions may not satisfy participants' (PDTs) needs and conflicts can appear. So, a principal sub-task in this evaluation consists of detecting and solving conflicts.

Propositions can concern the requirements, product definitions, process definitions or delivery and support functions or the artifact's life-cycle. Decisions about which life-cycle object (from requirement model to support models) models can be modified in the next process cycle and the order, in which life-cycle modifications can be made to the artifact, are taken into consideration as a subset of «Evaluate library» tasks.

2.2 Conflict Management in CE

Before describing a number of methods that can manage conflicts, let us determine which types of conflicts can appear in a CE process.

2.2.1 CONFLICTS IN CE

We identify two classes of conflicts that occur in CE:

1. First, conflicts among life-cycle propositions (e.g., between a design phase and a requirement phase, etc.). In other words, a design proposal suggested by a design team or a designer does not satisfy the requirements imposed by the specification team. This type of conflict is handled in the same way as in individual design, where a single designer tries to generate a design in order to satisfy requirements. CommonKADS library [5] and Brazier [4] offer a number of Generic knowledge models to assess the design maturity and ensure that it fulfills the requirements. This class of conflicts is beyond the scope of this paper.

2. Second, disagreements among teams (PDTs) in the work-group. Such conflicts normally arise either from conflicting strategies used by the team or from interactions that take place among the teams themselves:
   - Strategic conflicts: The incoherency between methods and tools used by different designers in a CE work-group causes strategic conflicts. This kind of conflict also arises from an incorrect distribution of tasks within the group [12]. Other causes can be failure in cooperation between participants or a lack of well-defined responsibility [4].
   - Conflicts about propositions: These types of conflicts occur from:
     - (a) misunderstanding between the participants' terminology and points of view [20], or
     - (b) unacceptance of the conditions under which a proposition has been defined.

Preconditions problems can be unsatisfied needs [25], resource contention [12] or different interpretation of requirements. Constraints imposed by the proposition and its interaction with other propositions can generate undesirable consequences. Note also that the lack of quality of a proposition can cause its unacceptance.

Figure 2 shows a typology of such conflicts. This typology emphasizes the nature of conflicts with problems of objects that are commonly found.

Often it is necessary to determine the nature of such con-
conflicts, their origins and sources, to apply appropriate methods to solve them. In a library, a number of methods are presented as Generic knowledge components, which guide to manage these types of conflicts between several teams in the work-groups.

The conflict management task model (shown in Figure 3) consists of first, detecting a conflict (its nature) and then solving it. Detection task can be the same as a diagnosis task, which helps to locate the problem. When the conflict is detected, a solving method is selected and applied to solve this conflict. The results display, if the conflict is resolved or not. If the conflict is not resolved, another method can be selected and applied and so on.

2.2.2 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT METHODS

We distinguish four classes of methods:

1. Prevention methods. In CE, several multidisciplinary teams (engineers, designers) collaborate together [19]. Each team (say a designer) advances a specific viewpoint based on his in depth knowledge of what he considers applicable to this situation. Ramesh proposes to share openly part of private knowledge to avoid terminology and interpretation conflicts [20]. Group’s characteristics can be a cause of conflicts. Easterbrook recommends [12] some strategies, which consider human’s characteristics and relationships in order to form a work-group.

Such methods can be associated to the CE «Design»-sub-task (Figure 1) to avoid potential conflicts amongst group of designers.

2. Argumentation methods. Other methods are proposed to help a PDT or its participant to justify his proposition. Argumentation is used in CE to defend a proposition and to persuade a team to choose it [6]. Arguments must be explicit to avoid conflicts. K. Sycara [24] proposes some strategies based on general principles and heuristic rules to define arguments. B. Ramesh [20] favors determining interdependencies among the teams or tasks for detecting potential differences.

3. Conflict detection methods. Conflict detection methods

---

**Figure 2. A typology of conflicts.**

**Figure 3. Conflict management data flow.**
have not been thoroughly made explicit in the literature. Klein considers a conflict as an exception (in the CE cycle) and provides a typology of the exceptions nature [13]. He also recommends some strategies to handle exceptions. Conflict detection can be assimilated to a diagnosis task. So, diagnosis methods like those presented in [1] can be used to detect conflicts. Conflict symptoms can be first detected and contributors (opposed propositions and arguments) are analyzed as hypothesis in order to find conflict’s causes. Our conflict typology (Figure 2) determines the nature of a conflict and helps to detect elements, which cause it to occur.

4. Negotiation methods. The large number of negotiation methods has been used to solve undetected conflicts. Some of them are like «Locate a consensus», that leads to forcing a consensus and to choose a solution. It can solve mixed-motive conflicts [20]. Another method is like «Introduction of a Third party», where a third party imposes a solution [12]. This method is designed to solve resource conflicts and also strategic conflicts.

Other methods are proposed in some other conditions. For example, to apply Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) [25], first a number of past cases must be stored. Second, at least one case similar to the current one must be selected. CBR recommends retrieving conflict solution from an appropriate previous case and adjust (fine-tune) it as a solution to the current conflict. Another method proposes a «Goal Graph Search» to add goals or to substitute rejected goals in order to modify tasks decomposition and attribution [26]. To be applied, this method needs goal graphs organized as influence trees. K. Sycara [25] also recommends strategies to define «Counter-propositions» or to modify rejected propositions [25].

2.3 Representing Knowledge Components in the Library

Each task is described in the library with its goals, specific-
Method «Interruption Threats»:

**Competence:** Guide to generate threats. If a conflicted proposition is not considered in the solution, the overall design process can be interrupted.

**Input:** Factors (Project Information), Conflict, Proposition Payoff

**Output:** Interruption Threats

**Sub-tasks:** Calculate interruption cost, Generate threats

**Additional Roles:**

**Control:**
- Calculate (Factors → Interruption Cost)
- Generate (Conflict, Proposition Payoff, Interruption Cost → Interruption Threats)

**Acceptance:** Information about project and company's design and economic policies.

**Figure 6.** A method description.
as guides to determine a number of selection criteria as index. We will indicate the methods associated to strategic conflicts and to the proposition conflicts.

1. **Strategic Conflicts**. In order to manage strategic conflicts (Figure 7), the Appeal to the Authority, to Threats or Promises and to Interruption Threats can be used in the argumentation. Negotiation methods such as Group Restructuring or a Third Party Introduction will help conflict solving. Conflicts stemming from task realization

Figure 7. An example of conflict types/generic methods association: Methods to manage strategic conflicts.

Figure 8. An example of conflict types/generic methods association: Methods to manage conflicts that appeared from misunderstanding of propositions.
can be in discordance about methods and tools or in missing to execute tasks. They can be managed with an appeal to a number of rules extracted from a base that is considered as a standard of refutation in a field. Rules related to a particular theme can help also to define arguments. Extracting solutions from past cases, or locating a consensus among designers will help to solve task realization conflicts. The modification of task decomposition and tasks attribution helps to solve coordination conflicts (like conflicts about task organization and cooperation problems).

2. Conflicts about propositions. Knowledge sharing is necessary to prevent problems caused by misunderstanding of propositions provided. Considering Potential Differences between designers and "Appeal to a theme" can be used in this case as argumentation methods. Proposition Modification is an interesting method to be used in the negotiation. Figure 9 shows how some methods can manage acceptance conflicts.

We have expressed a formal representation of this library in the CML language [22], using Cokace, a CML dedicated environment [11] to make easy their exploitations. An HTML format is also generated automatically using this tool. The library is accessible at the URL: http://www.inria.fr/aca-cia/Cokace.

In this part, we have presented our study to define a generic library of conflict management methods. In this library, we have described at the same level of abstraction, specific and general methods proposed in the literature. So, the library offers guidelines, extracted from conflict management experiences in either specific or general domains. Our library can be easily extended.

In the second part of the paper, we present a methodology for using the library to model a CE task in a particular domain.

3. How to Use the Library to Model CE Applications

Generic knowledge components library is suitable to analyze knowledge extracted from a particular domain and to define a corresponding virtual model. In the paper, the authors describe how to combine knowledge abstraction with Generic knowledge components reuse to model CE applications. Furthermore, the authors illustrate their ideas by taking examples from aeronautics engineering.

3.1 Combining Knowledge Abstraction and Generic Knowledge Components Reuse

Knowledge engineering is commonly known as a cycle of knowledge extraction, analysis and structuring [23] in knowledge acquisition community. A number of such approaches recommend Generic knowledge component reuse to model mono-expertise tasks. The CommonKADS [5] approach guides a knowledge engineer (who acquires knowledge from experts and builds a conceptual model) to select Generic knowledge components and to adapt the appropriate ones to a particular application. In this approach, a library of Generic knowledge models for several task types is also de-
fined. MACAO-II [14] proposes a methodology which combines abstraction and knowledge components reuse to build a conceptual model of the application. In this method, different levels of abstraction reduce the gap between knowledge extracted from the expertise and Generic knowledge components.

In this paper, we propose a modeling methodology based on these guides. We propose a modeling cycle based on different levels of abstraction and Generic knowledge components selection and adaptation. Dimensions like who realizes a task, interaction between participants and conflict management, must be considered to model CE tasks. Figure 10 shows the main steps of our modeling cycle.

3.1.1 KNOWLEDGE ELICITATION AND ACTIVITY IDENTIFICATION

After a feasibility study and an identification of users needs [9], the knowledge engineer is invited to familiarize with the task and to identify the general activity of the group. He has to evaluate documents and interview experts. Interviews must be focused on the activity of each expert, his interaction with others (what he needs, from whom, from where and what he communicates and to whom).

Interviews and documents can be analyzed to define an activities models of participants’ sub-groups. In these models, the inputs/their origin, the outputs/their destination, and actions/their actors must be determined.

3.1.2 TASK MODEL DEFINITION

A cycle of analysis, structuring and refinement is performed to build a task model. The analyzing and the structuring can be realized by combining classifying activities selecting and adapting Generic knowledge components, (Figure 11) in order to build a skeletal model which guides knowledge extraction and model refinement. At first, we recommend to define a general model of the CE task and then

---

Figure 10. The knowledge modeling cycle.

Figure 11. The definition of a skeletal model of the task by combining abstraction and generic components reuse.
focus the analysis on conflict management.
(a) Classification of activity models. This step is an intermediate phase of abstraction in which a classification of activity models is done. For example, all specification activities correspond to a specification class. This classification allows to identify if some Generic knowledge components can be associated to an application in a particular domain.
(b) Generic knowledge components reuse to define a skeletal model. A number of generic knowledge components can be selected and adapted in order to build a skeletal model. First, analysis is focused on the global CE task and then conflict management. The CE generic model, (in the library) guides to distinguish individual tasks from collaborative ones. It also guides to identify participants’ needs, goals and interaction of knowledge (the input/output data flows).

In order to structure the conflict management task, the types of conflicts that appear in a particular CE task need to be first determined. Our conflict typology guides to focus the analysis on objects that contribute to a conflict. Our library index (Figures 7 and 8), in which conflict management methods are associated with conflict types is helpful to choose conflict management methods (prevention, argumentation and negotiation ones). Selected methods can be then adapted to the particular CE task.
(c) Model refinement and updating. The skeletal model guides knowledge acquisition in order to refine and to enrich it. Knowledge acquisition can be realized from documents, translated interviews, activities models and from meeting with experts. The refinement of the model leads to update its skeleton.

3.2 Modeling an Application in Aeronautical Engineering Domain

The application concerns the development of critical systems in the aeronautical domain at Dassault-Aviation Company. This type of system involves a number of fields like hydraulic, system architectures, computer science, etc. They define the brake of an aircraft [27]. Systems are decomposed into software and hardware parts.

The main objective of the application is to define a corporate memory of the design of such type of systems in order to capitalize design know how. This helps avoid errors that occurred in the past and to solve similar problems in current and future design of aircraft brakes.

Our methodology, (Cf. 3.1), has been used to model the experience of a brake design. We cannot describe in detail this project for proprietary reasons. So, in its absence, we will try to illustrate the modeling process and how the generic library of knowledge components is used.

Note also, that we analyzed only the activity of the Dassault-Aviation participants.

3.2.1 IDENTIFICATION OF ACTIVITIES

Sub-contracting companies collaborate with Dassault-Aviation to design brake systems. A number of experts from Dassault-Aviation have been interviewed. A manager group
is designated to supervise the design and the collaboration between subgroups. Other groups in the Contractor Company (Dassault-Aviation) define the specifications of a system. Sub-contractor groups have to satisfy these specifications by generating design propositions. Contractor groups evaluate, with sub-contractor groups, the design propositions. Modifications can be made in propositions and in specifications.

After analyzing the results of the interviews, PDT defines a number of activity models related to the Dassault-Aviation team of participants. An example of such a model is shown in Figure 12. It depicts specification activities. One PDT participant writes the global specifications, which are later validated by the head of the specification group. Detailed specifications are then obtained by the same participant, and approved by the head of that group. These specifications are communicated to the sub-contractor thereafter in order to define corresponding detailed specifications. Then, another sub-contractor's group generates design propositions in order to satisfy the detailed specifications. Detailed specifications are also communicated to another PDT, who writes validation plans and writes corresponding programs.

A large volume of information was initially gathered. Interviews were conducted in several steps. First, designers talked about their activities in general, their fields and then, they explained what types of interactions took place between design and others. It was hard to interview them about where conflicts had occurred. Their answers were almost as if there were no conflicts. But, when they talked about details of their activities and about problems they have actually encountered, a number of discordances surfaced in their discourse. So, it was easier (as we recommend in our methodology) to analyze globally the CE process and then to focus on the conflict management.

### 3.2.2 Classification of Groups' Activities

Classifying activities into categories allowed us to distinguish the different groups, implicated in the project and to identify the task of each of them. So, we distinguished a number of categories respecting a number of task types and sub-groups (like specification, propositions validation). For instance, the Specification category model (Figure 13) represents the specification task in the application. This task is related to software (a part of the activity model shown in Figure 12) and hardware groups. Both of them follow the same scheme to define specifications. One participant analyzes needs and basic architecture in order to determine a number of specifications related to its part. These specifications are evaluated by the whole specification group. Unapproved specifications are modified by their author and so on. Specifications are detailed at different steps of the specification cycle.

### 3.2.3 Skeletal Model Definition

In CE generic model, three tasks ("Design," "Argue" and "Evaluate") are proposed. We can note that "Design" and "Evaluate" are used in our application. In fact, sub-contractor groups generate design propositions to satisfy given specifications. The group uses their private knowledge to propose a design.

A number of validation procedures are applied by the contractor to validate propositions. Decisions are made to modify specifications or propositions. Argumentation is also used in the evaluation to force the acceptance of a proposition and to justify modifications to be done.

The group is formed (sub-contractors are selected), global requirements (cost, delay) are determined and detailed specifications are defined in a preparation stage. Figure 14 shows the skeletal model for this application.

![Figure 13](image-url) An example of the specification category model. A cycle of specification (by one actor) and evaluation (by the specification group).
It contains the global tasks performed in a brake design project. This model will be used to guide the definition of similar project organization in the future. It marks out the different steps in which problems and conflicts can occur.

At the next step we are going to identify methods used to detect and solve conflicts. Our conflict typology guided us to identify a number of conflicts that appeared between designers. There were a number of problems corresponding to resources conflicts (costs, delays). These types of problems appeared especially between the contractor and subcontractors. The principal methods used to solve this type of conflicts were to modify global requirements (cost, delay changing and/or modifying the specifications) or to impose the decision of the contractor (no changing of resources). Another type of conflict was observed when the requirements were interpreted differently by each designer and when different methods and tools were used by these designers. Designers had to modify their propositions in order to match together the interfaces between the parts of the brake system.

Cooperation conflicts were solved by restructuring teams. In some cases, the number of team members was increased to accomplish some tasks (i.e., one person was exclusively in charge writing validation plans). This allowed redistribution tasks in accordance with people skills.

The conflict analysis described before was still incomplete. The next step will allow us to interview experts following our conflict typology and generic methods.

The corporate memory resulting from this analysis will be of great use in detecting and managing conflicts in future projects.

Studying such applications showed us how difficult the conflict analysis is and arouses some sensitivities among designers. Even if designers worked in CE environment in which all of them were at the same level of responsibilities, they do not dare to mention problems occurring among them for fear of offending their hierarchy. Since conflict management takes a prominent part in CE projects it is important to define methods to make the extraction of information.

4. Conclusion

A memory of past projects constitutes an excellent aid for designers. It facilitates the definition of new projects and the management of problems already encountered. This paper presents our work in defining such memory and especially it provides guidelines to represent this memory as a conceptual model, which makes the knowledge accessible to different users (designers, deciders).

Modeling multi-expertise application (especially CE projects) is a complex task. The comprehension of knowledge gathered from experts is difficult. Several dimensions like
communication and conflict management must be taken into account.

The use of guides like methodologies and generic knowledge models was already helpful in modeling monoe-expertise applications. In this paper, these guidelines are extended to multi-expertise applications. It comprises a library of generic knowledge models (generic CE task models and generic conflict management methods). These models give a theoretical scheme to analyze and model CE projects. We describe a methodology allowing the use of the library. This methodology suggests different levels of abstraction (activities modeling and classification into categories) to reduce the gap between the generic knowledge models and the knowledge extracted from a given application. This facilitates the reuse of generic knowledge components from the library. We note that in CE, a general model of the CE must be first defined and only then, conflict management can be analyzed and modeled.

We have developed a knowledge server “Cokace on the Web” that guides the access to models described in CML language and facilitates the search of their knowledge components [16]. It offers different ways to access our library and facilitates the selection of methods and tasks. This knowledge server is accessible via: URL: http://www.inria.fr/aca-cia/Cokace.

We are currently studying the representation of shared knowledge in CE projects using viewpoints notion [21]. A multi-agent system has been developed by our team [7] and [8]. The system guides designers through the structuring of their propositions into a common formalism in order to facilitate the communication between them. It facilitates the proposition comparison in order to detect conflicts, and suggests the use of the library to solve them.
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